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The perfect treat for Halloween, the second edition of this spook-tacular storybookÂ is sure to

delight.Â BelovedÂ favorites such as Mickey Mouse and Peter Pan as well as popular new

characters fromÂ Cars,Â Toy Story, and Finding Nemo encounter everything from ghosts to

haunted houses! With 19 scary stories and beautiful gilded pages, this is a great gift for boys and

girls.
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My son and I read stories from this book almost every night. There are over a dozen short stories

that can be read fairly quickly, all with familiar beloved Disney characters. They are original stories,

unlike some of the other books in this series, so you're not just reading a pared down version of the

movie. The back of the book has two pages of stickers. They say there are over 200, but a good

100 of those are very tiny bats, pumpkins, spiders and ghosts. There isn't a wide variety of stickers,

but it's still a cute bonus. After we read our story, my son picks out a sticker for his jammies, and

one to put on Mommy.

My daughter recently took this book out at our local library, and she loved it so much that I



purchased if for her. This book not only has Disney characters- which all kids enjoy- but the stories

revolve around Halloween and/or a scary storyline. There are multiple short stories which are easy

to read and the illustrations are great. I highly recommend this for any parent who knows their

children would enjoy a book like this.

My kids loved this book. We read a story each night until Halloween. The stories were cute and not

"scary" enough to cause any problems or bad dreams. Just some good-natured stories.

It's two months past Halloween and we are still reading these spooky stories every night.Are they

scary? No - they do have a 'villian' or something 'scary' in each story, but in true Disney form, they

all have a happy ending.

Bought this as part of my kids surprise trip to Disney World for the Halloween Party and it's their

favorite book. We have 6 other Disney Storybooks but they want to read this one repeatedly.

Original stories with a good mix of new and classic characters! This was a great buy

My children are all under 8 years old. We got this for them as a Christmas gift last year. It's a big hit

in our house. The stories aren't that scary. We don't have cable and make our kids use "shades"

during commercials for CIA and the like. So if this is welcome in our family, it's pretty benign. Our

oldest, a boy, asked to put it on the list, but our little girls like it too.

This book if great if you have a child that like the idea of scary story's. My 4 year old loves the

pictures and the story's there not scary enough to give little one nightmare's thats what great about

this book I highly recommend it.

I got this for my 2-year old son 8 months ago and it's still one of his favorite books. We read it

almost every night! I ordered another one for my 5-year-old niece's birthday and now she's enjoying

it too!
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